DESSERT

TOCINILLO DEL CIELO $12
Coconut flan with soft caramel on top.

SUSPIRO LIMEÑO $12
Renowned dessert of Peru, beautifully smooth with a cinnamon scent, seductive and leading us to the happiness we deserve.

MOUSSE DE MARACUYÁ $12
Fine pieces of crumble chocolate cookies under a creamy and delicious passion fruit pulp and decorated with a chocolate cookie.

TRILOGÍA DE SABORES PERUANOS A LA CUCHARA $22
Suspiro Limeto, mousse de maracuyá and mouse de lúcuma.

LÚCUMA MOUSSE CAKE $12
The lúcuma is a typical Peruvian fruit which we have used in a classic cheesecake over a base of chocolate cookies and a piece of chocolate on top.

SOUFFLE DE CREMA CHANTILLY CON FREASAS $12
Three layers of soft cake stuffed with dulce de leche, strawberries, apricots and chantilly cream bordered with toasted almonds.

AMBROSIA TRES CAPAS DE CHOCOLATE $12
Wet chocolate cake, pisco chocolate truffle and chocolate mousse.

MISTI $12
Three-layer volcano filled with lúcuma mousse, crumble chocolate cookies and suspiro Limeto. Topped with meringue.